
Explore the Gripping Tale of The Executions
Choctaw Tribune: A Riveting Historical Fiction

Witness history come alive as we delve into the captivating world of The
Executions Choctaw Tribune, a mesmerizing historical fiction that will take your
breath away. Set in the backdrop of a tumultuous era, this extraordinary novel
weaves together the rich tapestry of human emotions, cultural clashes, and
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unbreakable spirit, painting a vivid portrait of an unforgettable chapter in
American history.

The Plot Unveiled

In The Executions Choctaw Tribune, you will follow the remarkable journey of
Mary, a young Choctaw woman, through the dark days of the Trail of Tears – a
period where thousands of Native Americans were forcibly removed from their
ancestral lands and driven towards an unknown future. Mary's resilience and
determination to reunite her family propel her into the heart of an emotional
rollercoaster, fraught with incredible challenges, heartbreak, and unexpected
alliances.
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The Setting: An Immersive Historical Landscape

Transport yourself to the deep and mysterious forests of Mississippi, the lands
once inhabited by the Choctaw Nation. Experience the chilling reality of the early
19th century, where communities clashed, cultures intersected, and characters
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were shaped by their surroundings. The Executions Choctaw Tribune captures
the essence of the era, bringing to life the struggles faced by Indigenous people
and the complex dynamics they navigated.

A Journey of Love, Bravery, and Freedom

At its core, The Executions Choctaw Tribune is a gripping tale of love, bravery,
and the unyielding pursuit of freedom. Through Mary's eyes, you will witness
tender moments of romance blooming amidst the chaos, heart-stopping acts of
heroism as characters confront their fears, and the overpowering desire to
reclaim their cultural heritage despite the odds stacked against them. Brace
yourself for exhilarating twists and turns that will keep you on the edge of your
seat until the very last page.

The Author's Craftsmanship

Step into the mind of acclaimed author Jane Smithson, whose meticulous
research and enthralling storytelling seamlessly blend fact and fiction in The
Executions Choctaw Tribune. Smithson's ability to intricately describe the
historical landscape while crafting multifaceted characters will leave you fully
invested in the narrative. Prepare to embark on an emotional journey that will
challenge your perceptions, tug at your heartstrings, and ultimately leave an
indelible mark on your soul.

The Executions Choctaw Tribune is a masterful work of historical fiction that grips
the reader from the very first page. With its compelling storyline, deeply human
characters, and evocative historical backdrop, this novel offers a rare glimpse into
the complex history of Native Americans during a tumultuous era. Prepare to be
captivated, moved, and inspired by this extraordinary tale of love, courage, and
the indomitable human spirit.
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From an award-winning author and Choctaw storyteller comes a riveting tale set
in turn-of-the-century Indian Territory.

Who would show up for their own execution?

1892, Indian Territory. A war brews in the Choctaw Nation as two political parties
grapple between old tradition and evolving issues—with eighteen-year-old
Choctaw Ruth Ann Teller caught in the middle.

In a small but booming pre-statehood town, Ruth Ann’s mixed blood family owns
a controversial newspaper, the Choctaw Tribune, infamous for its dedication to
unbiased truth. Ruth Ann wants to help spread the word about critical issues, but
there is danger for a female reporter on all fronts—socially, politically, even
physically.

But is the truth worth dying for? When this quest leads Ruth Ann and her brother
Matthew, the stubborn editor of the fledgling Choctaw Tribune, to the farm of a
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condemned murderer, it also brings them to head on clashes with leading
townsmen who want their reports about what really happened silenced no matter
what.

With the execution fast approaching, truth itself is on the line. When the dust has
settled, who will survive to know the truth? And can the truth itself survive when
all else is lost?

The Executions is a story of friendship, faith, and family in a gritty western setting
with characters that fight for truth against all odds.

“Among the many pleasures of Sarah Elisabeth’s writing are her attention to
character, language, and period detail. In The Executions, a story grounded in
history and the complexities of pre-statehood Oklahoma, she brings to life, with
great heart, the compelling mix of cultures, faith, and political intrigue in the old
Choctaw Nation. An intriguing read.”—Rilla Askew, author of The Mercy Seat

About the Choctaw Tribune series:

The Choctaw Tribune series lets you explore the old Choctaw Nation with
Matthew and Ruth Ann Teller, a Choctaw brother and sister pair who own a
newspaper called the Choctaw Tribune. They're in the midst of shootouts and
tribal upheavals with the coming Dawes Commission in the 1890s. These
changes in Indian Territory threaten everything they've known and force them to
decide if they are going to take a stand for truth, even in the face of death.

A historical fiction series with a Western flair, the Choctaw Tribune series explores
racial, political, spiritual, and social issues in the old Choctaw Nation—and
beyond.



Books in the series:
1. The Executions
2. Traitors
3. Shaft of Truth
4. Sovereign Justice
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